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“Many mid-sized and smaller GPs, still 
reliant on limited tools such as Excel, are 
falling behind larger firms in their ability to 
generate unique insights and provide their 
stakeholders with the levels of service 
they require”*

“Greater pressure is placed on the 
middle- and back-office operations of 
most managers. The desire to meet new 
demands and tackle existing challenges 
is fierce”*

It’s time to revisit your plans because what has led 
to success until now may not work as well in the 
future.

Consider Digital as an integral part of your strategy 
to achieve:

• from an internal perspective
 - (significant) cost savings
 - improved time management and delays
 - an improved employee efficiency
 - a focus on added value and essential tasks 

• from an investment perspective
 - finding new opportunities ahead of competition
 - improve and support the investment process
 - portfolio performance optimisation
 - faster and better decisions
 - transparency for investors

Digitalisation should be used for value creation, 
exponential growth and business model 
optimisation.

* Source: Preqin Special Report: Digitalisation of Private Equity 
Capital Operations - October 2018

Why is Digital important for you right now?
Nowadays, there is no doubt that Digital should be high on the PE agenda even 
though for many it’s lagging behind other industries. To remain competitive, 
PE players should focus their “Digitalisation” both at the level of the PE firms 
themselves and at the level of their portfolio of investments. 

Where are the Key Digital transformation 
opportunities in Private Equity? 
Either within your own firm or in your investment portfolio

How are you evaluating and exploring the adoption of 
emerging technologies within your organisation?

Strategic intent

How to make the most of digital to increase productivity 
levels and create better value for all stakeholders?

Operational model

How do you ensure existing or new technology systems 
are robust enough?

Digital tools

Top financial services issues of 2018 
PwC December 2017

Private Equity Trend Report 2018, PwC

PwC’s 21st CEO Survey: The Anxious Optimist in 
the Corner Office, 2018

•	 “We can now get access to very different types of data 
to make better decisions in almost any function. But 
this will require different skill sets, and everyone in the 
organisation will need to adapt.”

•	 “People aren’t just thinking about the technology as a 
method to promote efficiency and change some of their 
existing operations. It’s also a way to bring about entirely 
new, creative revenue streams.”

•	 “These days, not including digitalisation in operational 
improvements makes them worth little or no value.”

•	 “The impact that digitalisation has had on industries is 
massive and has been a game changer.”

•	 “75% of PE houses are now focused on the digital 
maturity of a company at due diligence stage of their 
acquisition.”

•	 “64% of respondents say digitalisation had changed 
the way investments are viewed.”

•	 “80% of PE houses believe that digitalisation is critical 
for making their portfolio companies ‘future ready.’”

•	 67% say they are “somewhat or extremely concerned” 
about a lack of digital skills throughout their business-
es

•	 “There’s a need to look outside the firm for new ways 
of doing things: 28% of CEOs report working with exter-
nal providers to attract and develop digital skills while 
26% are outsourcing.”

•	 “a third of AWM CEOs report being concerned about 
cyber threats, the speed of technological change, and 
availability of key skills.”
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Transforming analogue and normal processes, 
functions and tasks into digital throughout your 
company, focusing on end-to-end digitalisation 
of all physical assets and integration into digital 
ecosystems with value chain partners.

PwC’s essentials 8 + 2 technologies 
(     Priorities for Private Equity)
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Any questions on how we can help? Please contact us:
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How we can add value in your Digital journey?
Together we can transform the world of Private Equity and enable sustainable 
success. If you are interested in understanding how technology is driving 
innovation and disrupting Private Equity, we invite you to an intensive half-day 
session with our Digital and Private Equity leaders.

What you will get is a prioritised set of practical ideas to start innovating and 
gaining competitive advantage.


